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DOOS Token

DOOS Token is a token based on smart contracts, created by a great community specialized 
on tokens and its branches. DOOS is a token with ERC-20 standards that aims on becoming 
the biggest token of the ETH network and, in the future, the biggest one in the market. To get 
there, it counts on these technologies: Blockchain, Encryption, and API. 

Allowing everybody to send, purchase, and sell the tokens in a revolutionary way, with speed, 
trust, and unbreakable technology. 
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Project’s Vision

It is still up to debate, in several places around the world, about accepting Tokens; some 
countries have already regulated it, but others still don’t recognize the numerous benefits of 
this technology. 

But the benefits and the range that this technology has can’t be hidden; Currently, for example, 
some companies and big net establishments are now using Tokens as payment methods for their 
products and services. 

This way, DOOS has come to add on to this reality, being more accessible and with an expected 
valuation so that everyone can grow with the DOOS Token.    
The difference between DOOS and other tokens is the growth vision it has and bringing solutions 
and benefits for its users.  

API

Through the Ethereum network, the DOOS Token can communicate with other systems due to 
API (Application Programming Interface) systems, which is a set of programming standards that 
allow accessing certain platforms.

APIs are used on software companies, they can be used to communicate with each other; and 
this link between systems can be done to communicate with companies that would like to 
become a DOOS partner. 
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Especifi caciones

DOOS is an ERC-20 token registered on the smart contract address based on the 
Decentralized Ethereum Network:
0x45CDe5c8ae6E4A5568e488EF43A173EEEAbfcc21       

Name: DOOS Token

Symbol: DOOS

Decimals: 18

Max Supply - 10,000,000 Tokens

https://etherscan.io/address/0x45cde5c8ae6e4a5568e488ef43a173eeeabfcc21
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Etherscan

Currently, Etherscan is the biggest and the best network of smart contracts in the world, and 
DOOS has it as a partner. 

With the Etherscan technology, the DOOS Token can offer more safety for its users for having 
this platform where all transactions are performed. 

https://etherscan.io/token/0x45cde5c8ae6e4a5568e488ef43a173eeeabfcc21
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Token Distribution  

DOOS has a Max Supply of 10,000,000 tokens, and all of them will be available in the market 
for purchase and sale on partner exchanges. 

Valuation   

No ICO period! 

Right after its launch, DOOS Token will be available for purchase and sale on Exchanges with 
the value determined by the Exchange, therefore, it can be in the market with high liquidity. 

Its growth and valuation will happen according to the value announced on the Partner 
Exchanges. Just like every digital asset, it can’t have its value assured on the digital financial 
market, however, it counts on strategies to keep the token active and dynamic.   
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Partners   


